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Renowned Shakespeare scholar Rupin Walter

Desai will be with us to deliver the keynote

address. A Fulbright scholar and Rockefeller

Foundation grantee, Professor Desai has taught

English literature in Delhi University for many

years and is the founder of Hamlet Studies, “an
international journal of research on The

Tragedie of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke”.

It is hard to think that William Shakespeare’s death wasn’t even
acknowledged in London in 1616 with a procession, a poem or even an
epitaph in print and in 2016 the entire world is commemorating its 400
years! This special anniversary year is thus a truly inimitable opportunity
to visit the work of the Bard in celebrating his lasting legacy.

The oeuvre of Shakespeare is remarkable not only for the immense
influence it has had on the English language and the development of
theatre all over the world, but also how the intervening 400 years have
catapulted its reception that transcends cultures, ages and genres.

Why do we continue to read, re-read, study, perform, and enjoy the work
of this playwright and poet, and how, in the future will we continue to
receive and reinvent him? How will we re-present Shakespeare in novel
ways in an era of new media and networked technologies? And in a
country where Shakespeare has been a mandatory part of the university
curriculum in English from the inception of British literary education in
nineteenth-century, will our many languages and lived realities continue
finding resonances with his visions in contemporary times?

A part of the day will be dedicated to informal paper presentations. Please
send us paper titles (max. 15 minutes reading time) on any topic related to
Shakespeare studies at ananya.ghoshal@gmail.com by December 4,
Sunday. Possible rubrics include (but are not limited to) - the English
language Shakespeare, the universalized Shakespeare, the indigenized
Shakespeare (Shakespeare in adaptation)& the post-colonial Shakespeare.

You are also welcome to participate in our round table “Shakespeare
Stories". What does Shakespeare mean to you? When did you first read
or attend a Shakespeare performance ? Which words and lines from
Shakespeare do you love the most and why? Which Shakespeare character
speaks to you? Share your personal experiences and connections with the
Bard and his works with us !

There is no registration fee for attending the event. All paper presenters
will receive certificates of participation. Outstation participants need to
make their own arrangements for travel.


